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This paper deals with the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the 
Reimann problem for a class of systems of non-strictly hyperbolic conser- 
vation laws 
u, + fl u L = 0, (1.1) 
where 
which exhibit a parabolic degeneracy on the set C = {U = 0) u {v = 0) and 
a linear degeneracy in one family of right eigenvectors. 
Classical methods for solving system (1.1) have required that the system 
be both strictly hyperbolic and genuinely non-linear (see [ 1,2,4, 5, 7)) and 
have resulted in solutions to the Riemann problem consisting of two waves. 
In [3], Keylitz and Kranzer permitted a parabolic degeneracy on a single 
curve C, while retaining the requirement of genuine non-linearity, and 
found that as many as four waves are needed to solve the Riemann 
problem. 
In this paper, it will be seen that enlarging the set C to include both the 
u-axis and v-axis forces the system to have a linear degeneracy and brings 
about a solution to the Riemann problem consisting of as many as seven 
waves. We will show that a solution to the Riemann problem exists and is 
unique for any two points in the plane. The particular method of solution 
will consist of the construction of a composite curve through each point 
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in the plane; it is these composite curves that will form the basis for a 
solution to the Riemann problem. 
The system ( 1.1) can be written in the quasi-linear form 
U,+A(U) U,=O (1.2) 
where 
( 0 A(U)= ,f’(u) .f’(u) o i 
We will require that f be an odd, monotonic, C’ function with 
f(0) =f’(O) =f”(O) = 0 and f’ # 0 everywhere lse, so that the eigenvalues 
of the matrix A(U), 2 = +/‘m), are real and distinct everywhere, 
except on Z, where the single eigenvalue is 0. We will also require that 1.j’ 
and if’1 + co for large 1~1. With these conditions and a further restriction 
on the loss of genuine non-linearity to be given at (2.4), it will be shown 
that any two constant states in the plane can be connected by a unique 
solution. 
In Section 2, the rarefaction and shock curves are examined in detail. In 
Section 3, the regions of the shock curves which satisfy the generalized Lax 
entropy condition and a monotonicity condition, which is equivalent to 
Liu’s condition (E) in [6], are determined and the main existence and 
uniqueness theorem, Theorem 3.3, is stated. Finally, in Section 4, com- 
positive curves are constructed and the unique solution to the Riemann 
problem is given. 
A prototype of system ( 1,l) is 
u,-(u3/3)r=0 
ll-(#3/3),==0. 
(1.3) 
In the following, this prototype will be used for illustrative purposes, but 
all results are true in general. 
II. THE RAREFACTION AND SHOCK CURVES 
Assume for definiteness, that f’ < 0 off C and index so that I., < i.z 
(except on C). Then 1,, = -,/f’(u) f’(u) has right eigenvector r, = 
CA/m? Jrn) and A2 = +Jfm has right eigenvector 
~2 = c2( - J?i$ J-J. Th e integral curves of these eigenvectors, 
denoted R, and R, and called rarefaction curves, are solutions of the 
differential equation 
(2.1) 
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and each will be monotonic within any quadrant. Observe also that the 
lines v = u and u = --u are solutions of this differential equation. 
Two points UP and U, on an Ri curve can be joined by an i-rarefaction 
wave from U_ to U + if ,Ii( Up) < &( U,). Therefore, it is usual to normalize 
the eigenvectors o that r, .Vi,; > 0, i = 1, 2, so that the eigenvectors point 
in the direction of increasing %,. Neglecting a constant multiple 
r vi = kC-f’(v)l”‘f’(u)+ c-f’(413’2f”(v) . * 
Cf’(o)f’(u)11’2 
The plus sign corresponds to i = 1, the minus sign to i = 2. 
Assume u # 0 and v # 0. When i = 2 (2.2) is equal to 0 when 
f”(u) f”(v) 
[ -f’(u)]3’2 = [ -f’(v)]3’2’ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
This is clearly true when v = U. To ensure that this is the only time that the 
2-family has a linear degeneracy, we will require that 
[-f’(u)] -1’2 (2.4) 
be convex so that 
f”(U) 
C-f’w13’2 
=2$ [-f’(u)]-“2 (2.5) 
is monotone. When i = 1, the convexity of (2.4) and the fact that f is an 
odd function ensures that (2.2) equals zero only when v = --u so that the 
l-family has a linear degeneracy only on this line. 
In summary, the R, curves have a southwest-northeast orientation, and 
since v = u is an R, curve, no other R, curve can cross this line ; in 
addition, the R, family has a linear degeneracy on the line v = --u. The R, 
curves have a northwest-southeast orientation, and since v = --u is an R, 
curve, no other R, curve can cross this line; and the R2 family has a linear 
degeneracy on the line u = u. 
Thus the u - v plane has been divided into eight regions by the coordinate 
axes and the lines v = u and v = --u. Within each of these eight regions the 
problem is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely non-linear. Strict hyperbolicity 
is lost on the coordinate axes, while genuine non-linearity is lost for exactly 
one family in each quadrant. 
It is helpful to look at the rarefaction curves for the prototype (1.3). 
Because of symmetry, only two of the eight regions of the plane will be 
considered. 
For the prototype, the eigenvalues of the matrix A are 1= fluvl. 
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When i., = UL’, VA, = (c, u), so that, after normalization, 
1 
(v, -u), r, = if 1~1 > Ju/ 
t-c, u), if 11)) < /u/. 
When A, = --uu, VL, = (-v, -u) so that normalized Y, = ( -v, -u). 
If U,= (u,, vO) lies in the first quadrant with 0 <: u,,< rO, i, = --UC, 
Y, = (-u, -u) and the I-rarefaction curve passing through U,,, denoted 
R,( U,), is given by the hyperbola U* - v* = 21; - vi. 
A, = MU, r2 = (a, -u), and the 2-rarefaction curve passing through U,, 
denoted R2( Ui,), is the circle U* + v* = U; + vi. Since r2 .VEL2 = 0 on u = v, L, 
reaches a maximum value there, where the linear degeneracy occurs. 
For UO=(uO, vO) in the second quadrant, with lu,, < lvOlr A, =uc’, 
r, = (0, - u), and R,( U,) is u* + tj2 = U: + $j, with i., reaching a minimum 
on u = -v where genuine non-linearity is lost; it2 = --uu, r2 = (-v, -u), 
and R2( U,) is U* - v* = U; - vi. 
Note that because of symmetry the j-family is the l-family and the 
i-family is the 2-family in the first and third quadrants. In the second and 
fourth quadrants their roles are reversed. 
Since j& is an increasing function along a rarefaction wave, only those 
parts of R,(U,) and R,(U,) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Direction of 
increasing 1 is shown by arrows. 
It is well known that discontinuities in a conservation law solution must 
satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, 
SCUI = ca, (2.6) 
where [U] = U - U, and [F] = F(U) - F( U,). The value of s that places 
U on the Hugoniot locus of U, is called the shock speed and is usually 
denoted s(U, U,). 
FIGURES 1 AND 2 
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Elimination of s in (2.6) shows that a point (u, u) lies on the Hugoniot 
locus of (u,, uO) if 
(0 - &xf(~) -f(%)l = (u - %Kf(~) -f(%)l. (2.7) 
It is useful to view this as 
qn(u; &J = cp(u; &J. (2.8) 
Since f is monotone, cp(x; x0) has exactly one relative (and absolute) 
extremum at x0, with cp(x,; x0) = 0. 
From the above, it is obvious that the Hugoniot locus for a point 
(u,, uO) consists of two branches: S,, which is montonically increasing, and 
Sz, which is monotonically decreasing, and each Sj is defined for all U. Call 
S, and S, the shock curues through 17, and recall from the theory of hyper- 
bolic conservation laws that S, makes third-order contact with R, at UO, 
as does S2 with R,. From [a], each S, crosses R, only at U, and the 
relative positions of the R and S curves for a point U0 in the first quadrant 
with u0 < u0 are as shown in Fig. 3. 
Thinking of these monotone curves as functions of U, we have on the 
Hugoniot locus 
FIGURE 3 
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Note that when ug= c,,, II= c’ is an S, curve and that when u(,= -I‘(,. 
U= --L’ is an S, curve. The next theorem shows that these lines form 
natural boundaries in the plane. 
THEOREM 2.1. For U,, = (u,,, co), M’ith ug # c,, und U, 4 Z, S, ( C:,,) cannot 
cross u = u and Sz( U,,) cannot cross u = --N. 
ProojI Let the point U, be given. The Hugoniot locus of U0 is defined 
by (2.7). Since each S, is monotone and defined for every U, S,( U,) crosses 
c’ = -u exactly once and S,( U,) crosses 0 = u exactly once. 
Suppose (u, t.) is on the Hugoniot locus of U, and 0 = --u. Substituting 
t’= --u in (2.7) shows that 
(U--UO)Cf(U)--f(Ug)l=(-U--UO)Cf(-U)--f(vo)l. 
But f is an odd function so we have 
(u - w.4C.f(u) -f(Q)1 = (u + hJCf(u) +f(t’o)l. 
This implies that 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(%+uo)f(U)+ Cf(uo)+f(uo)lu+uv,f(uo)-u,f(u,)=O. (2.12) 
Call the left-hand side of (2.12) h(u). Then 
h’(u) = (U” + %)f’(U) + Cf(43) +f(dl. (2.13) 
If u0 and u0 have the same sign, [j(u,,) + f(uO)] and (u,, + uO) have 
opposite signs. But f’(u) < 0, so h’(u) has the same sign as [f(uO) +f(uO)]. 
If u0 and u0 have opposite signs with jug/ > Iu~/, u0 determines the sign 
of (uO + u,,) while f(uO) determines the sign of [f(uO) +f(uO)]. But f(uO) 
and u0 have opposite signs. Therefore h’(u) and u0 have opposite signs. If 
u0 and u0 have opposite signs with Iz+,( < IuJ, the above argument is true 
with u0 and u0 changing roles. 
So h(u) is monotone and can have no more than one zero. But it must 
have exactly one zero since S, crosses u = --u. Therefore Sz cannot cross 
this line. 
The proof that S, cannot cross u = u is similar, but somewhat 
simpler. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. For fixed uO and u,, varying, S,(ii,, q,) does not intersect 
X(4 3 uo)for ii0 # ti,, i= 1,2; andfbrfixed u and U, < li,, u(u; &) > u(u; CO) 
when i= 1, while u(u; U,)<v(u; ti,) when i=2. 
ProojY Fix uO. Without loss of generality, assume, only for this theorem, 
that f is an increasing function. (If it is decreasing, the proof still follows 
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FIGURE 4 
with obvious sign changes.) Since the Hugoniot locus is determined by 
cp(v; vO) = cp(u; u,), we can obtain the locus by “matching heights.” 
Suppose v > u0 is fixed. Find the height cp(v; vO). Then there are two points 
u, and u2 such that q(uk; uO) = cp(v; vO). U, > zq, is paired with u on S,(U,), 
while u2 < u0 is paired with u on S,( U,). 
To determine the change in q(u; uO) for fixed u as u0 changes, look at 
ddduo = -(u - FJf’(%) - [f(u) -f(kJl. (2.14) 
For fixed u < uO, (u- uO) < 0 and [f(u)-f(uo)] ~0, so (2.14) is 
positive. If u > uO, (2.14) is negative. 
Thus, when & < z&,, q(u; UO) and cp(u; iiO) have the relationship pictured 
in Fig. 4. 
Consider S,(UO, vO) and S,(ti,, uO), with U0 < Go. For u with U0 < u < li,, 
u is on the left branch of (P(u; z&) but on the right branch of cp(u; u,,), so 
u(u; 22,) < v() < v(u; i&J. (2.15) 
For u < ii,, cp(u; UO) < cp(u; z&,) and u is on the left branch of each of these 
curves. Therefore the left branch of cp(v; uO) determines the corresponding 
v coordinates. Since cp(v; vO) is decreasing on its left branch, 
v(u; ii,) > v(u; a,). (2.16) 
For u > Go, cp(u; U,,) > cp(u; &,), and u is on the right branch of each of 
these curves. Therefore the right branch of cp(u; v,,) determines the corre- 
sponding v coordinates. Since cp(v; u,,) is increasing on its right branch, we 
again have (2.16). 
A similar argument works for the S2 curves. i 
In summary, for fixed vO, S,‘s move smoothly “outward” as u0 decreases 
while S,‘s move smoothly “inward.” 
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III. THE ADMISSIBLE SHOCK POINTS 
In addition to the RankineeHugoniot condition, the generulized La.\- 
enfropy condition (( 2.15) in [ 31) is also necessary for a discontinuity to be 
a physically relevant shock in a non-strictly hyperbolic problem. For an 
i-shock from UP to U, we must have 
3~~(u-)~ss,(u+~ lJ )2Ai(u+), for i-1,2. (3.1) 
This condition, with strict inequalities, was introduced by Lax in [4] for 
strictly hyperbolic systems. In [3], Keylitz and Kranzer generalized the 
condition to the non-strictly hyperbolic case, with the inequalities as 
shown. (Since s, and i, are always negative and s2 and 3., are always 
positive there is no need to place any conditions on the opposite family.) 
An investigation of the behavior of i and s on the shock curves will 
make it possible to find the points which satisfy the generalized entropy 
condition. 
Since 1= +$m and each S,(U,) is monotone and defined for 
every U, I,? -+ cc for large 1~1 on S,. The shock speed is 
sJb-f(%) 
u - u’o 
(3.2) 
and IsI + cc for large (~1 on S,. Note also that s is never zero (unless u0 = 0 
or o,=O). 
Since the problem is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely non-linear for u off 
the coordinate axes, the results in [2] are true in all four quadrants; in 
particular, the differential equation (Eq. (4.4) in [2]) 
ST= (A -s)t (3.3) 
is true along the Hugoniot locus. In (3.3), T= ([u], [u]), t is the unit 
tangent along the locus, and [ .] is differentiation with respect to arc 
length. Also t = ~1, Y, + ctzrz, where Y, and rz are the normalized local unit 
right eigenvectors. 
Since T on Si is clearly never parallel to r,, j# i (one family has 
northwest-southeast orientation while the other has southwest-northeast), 
the results about S=O in [3] follow through, so that 
s;=o on S, is equivalent to si = %, (3.4) 
and either of these conditions implies r 11 r,. 
In addition, it is important to note that S = 0 implies s has a relative 
extremum except in the following isolated instance. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If ii(U) = 0, s’, (17) = 0 only if U is a point on the Hugoniot 
locus where U = fu (i.e., where genuine non-linearity fails). 
Proof: S = 0 implies t = *r,, so cli = & 1, 01~ = 0, j # i. Differentiating 
(3.3) again along Si gives Eq. 4.9 in ( [2]) : 
(3.5) 
At U, this reduces to 
.?T=cr,~,r,+ci,(l,-s)r,. (3.6) 
Suppose s’= 0. Then, by linear independence of ri and rj, cli;ti= 0 and 
kj(3, - s) = 0. Since cl; # 0 and Iki # s (they have opposite signs), ii = 0 and 
6, =O. But x,(U) = f(~, .VI.,) can only be zero at u = +v, where genuine 
non-linearity fails. 1 
Theorem 3.1 says that sj changes direction any time S = 0 on Si at any 
point, not on the lines u = u and u = -u. The next theorem shows that the 
number of times S = 0 is limited. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the direction of normalized eigenvectors in 
representative regions of the plane; recall that these directions indicate 
increasing 1. This information will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Note that the orientation of eigenvectors changes at u = 0, u = 0, u = u, and 
u= --o. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose Ai = s, at DE S,( U,). (Because Ai = sj at U,, 
u = U, is possible.) If trauelling along Si away from u and U,, there is a first 
l? with A,( l?) = s, (0) and j”, # 0, I!? must be in a region whose eigenuectors 
rj have at 0 opposite orientation to that 
FIGURES 5 AND 6 
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Proqf: 
Suppose 
;,>o at 
r, Vr, > t 
Since i, =s, at r/;, (s,- j,,) changes sign passing through r’;. 
(s, - i.,) changes from positive to negative. Then (.s, - i., )’ < 0 and 
u. But j.,= f .Vr, and tllr, (since S=O) implies t = +r, (since 
I by normalization and 1 tI = Ir,I = 1 ). 
Then at i?, .+ = 0 and (.s, - i”,) changes from negative to positive, so 
(si- i,)’ > 0 and j., < 0 which implies t = -r,. 
Note that if we had assumed (.F~ - A,) changes from negative to positive, 
the conclusion would follow by the same kind of reasoning. 1 
With the aid of Theorem 3.2, it is now possible to determine the behavior 
of s, and 3., on Si( U,). Details are for U, = (uO, tlO) in the first quadrant 
with ug < oO; behavior in other regions can be determined by the previously 
discussed symmetries. 
I., and s, decrease without bound for /u/ + x. Since i, ~0 except when 
u = 0 and u = 0, it is obvious i, has (at least one) relative minimum in the 
second quadrant. 
S, remains within the strictly hyperbolic, genuinely non-linear region of 
the first quadrant, so we must have A, =sl at U, with 
x1 >o, @2 > 0, S, >O, A,(Uo)<.s,(U, U,)<i,(U)<O, (3.7) 
for O<U<U, and 
21 co, a2 < 0, s, < 0, O>~,(~,)>~,(U, U,)>jb,(W, (3.8) 
for u>z+. 
Since s, must eventually decrease as we travel along S, in a negative u 
direction, there must be some first U < 0, where S(C) = 0. By Theorem 3.2, 
this point must lie on u = -u, or in the part of the second quadrant where 
u > -U, or in the third quadrant. 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 8 
Case 1. (ii, 6) lies on U= -u. By Theorem 3.1, j.,(G)=0 and si has 
either a relative maximum at U or an inflection point. 
If a relative maximum, s1 < 1, in some two-sided neighborhood of U, so 
I, =si at some li in the third quadrant (since 1, <s, for (~1 large); but at 
ti, we would have S = 0 with s attaining a relative minimum and s would 
increase for u -+ --co, a contradiction. 
Thus s has an inflection point at U and continues to increase along S,, 
so there must be a 6 in the third quadrant where S =O, si = A,, and s, 
begins to decrease (see Fig. 7). 
Case 2. (u, V) in the second quadrant with u> --u. s, must be 
decreasing on leaving U with E., < s, < 0. Since Ai = 0 when v = 0, there must 
be a next point in the second quadrant with v < -u, where s, = A, and s, 
changes from decreasing to increasing. Since s1 must ultimately decrease, 
there must be a third point in the third quadrant where S = 0 (see Fig. 8). 
FIGURE 9 
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Case 3. (U, I?) in the third quadrant. Since s1 is decreasing after leaving 
D and S cannot again equal zero, D is the only point where S= 0 (see 
Fig. 9). 
AZ and s2 increase without bound for 1~1 + GC ; A2 = 0 only at u = 0 and 
u = 0 so A2 has at least one relative maximum on S2 in the first quadrant. 
In the first quadrant, with L’ > U, the problem is strictly hyperbolic and 
genuinely non-linear so A2 = s2 at U, and travelling away from UO, 
a,<09 32 co, s,<o, 12(U,)>s2(U, U”)>&(U), (3.9) 
for 0 < u < u0 and 
a,>o, cc,>o, s,>o, 0<1.,(u,)<s,(u, U&<l,(U), (3.10) 
for u0 < u < u. 
Since s2 must increase as u + -co, there must be a point in the second 
quadrant where S = 0 and s2 changes direction. 
Since 1, = 0 at v = 0 and 0 < s2(u, uO) < AZ(u) for u > u0 in the part of the 
first quadrant, where v> U, there must be a point in the first quadrant 
where u < U, where S = 0 and s has a relative maximum. But then there 
must be another point in the fourth quadrant where S = 0 and s changes 
from decreasing to increasing (see Fig. 10). 
Since the entropy condition relates the three quantities I,( UP), A( U, ), 
and s( U._ , U,), it is important to complete our picture of 2. and s 
behavior, showing all three of these quantities. 
In the following sketches, s;(u, uO) and A,(u) are seen as functions of U. 
(This is possible since S,( U,) is monotone.) Each intersection point is 
labeled with the value of the u coordinate on SJU,) that corresponds to 
that point. 
u=o v=o 
FIGURE 10 
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/ h,h> 
FIGURE 11 
TWO kinds of points will be of particular interest. A “starred” point u,*, 
satisfies 
s,(%?, %) = ~,(%A (3.11) 
while an “unstarred” point, uk, satisfies 
S,(Uk, 44 = J”I(Uk). (3.12) 
Note that at unstarred points ds/du = 0. 
First consider the l-shock curves. When u,=O and u,>O, we have 
Fig. 11, with s,(u,)=LI(uO)=O. 
If si(u, zq,) crosses A,(U) four times, one of the following must happen 
(see Figs. 12 and 13). In Fig. 12, U, is shown as an entropy point but this 
need not be the case and will not affect the solution. Also of importance in 
the solution is the point u,.. U, is the first point on S,(U,) which satisfies 
24,. <U-J and s,(uc, %I =s,(+, %). (3.13) 
v=o u=o v=o u=O 
U-4 
FIGURES 12 AND 13 
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FIGURE 14 
FIGURE 15 
h,h.l 
FIGURE 16 
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FIGURE 17 
If s, (u, uO) crosses 1*,(u) twice, Fig. 14 must occur. 
Finally, if u0 = u0 # 0, we must have Fig. 15, since ,? = 0 at the origin and 
this must be a maximum value for 1* on S,. 
Suppose u0 moves continuously along a continuous curve y in such a 
way that some values of U, give the Fig. 12 relationship, while others give 
the Fig. 13 relationship. Since the S,‘s are solutions of a differential equa- 
tion with continuously changing initial data it is clear that the transitional 
state shown in Fig. 16 must occur. 
Note that when UT = u ?, UT coincides with u,.. Also note that whenever 
u2 exists it must be in the part of the second quadrant where u < --u by 
Theorem 3.2. 
Now consider the 2-shock curves. In Fig. 17, u0 = 0 and s,(u,) = 0. Let ii, 
be the first point on S,(U,) which satisfies 
ii, > 245 and .b(&, uo) = %(Us, 4). (3.14) 
u=o v=o 
FIGURE 18 
409/14012-l I 
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FIGURE 19 
There is essentially only one case for 0 < u0 < L’~ and Fig. 18 shows it. 
Since the problem is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely non-linear in 
0 < u < v, &(uO) < s2(u, u,,) < 3.2(u) is satisfied for U, with u0 d u d a,; for the 
same reason, s2(u4, uO) <Az(u,), so that u$ must exist and for u<uf, 
A2(u0) <sZ(u, uO) < A,(U). s2(ug, uO) need not be greater than &(u,) as 
shown. This will not affect the solution. 
Figure 19 shows the case where u0 = vO, since sz(uO) = J.*(u,). 
Note that when u0 = 0, ~2 = u4 = u0 = 0 so that every u0 has a uq*. 
In order for the solution to the Riemann problem to be unique, the 
generalized Lax entropy condition for a shock is not sufficient. We will 
require a monotonicity condition on the shock speed and this condition will 
guarantee uniqueness. Such a condition, condition (E), has been imposed 
by Oleinik and by Liu in [6]. 
The monotonicity condition for selecting shocks is as follows. If li is an 
entropy point on Si( U,), ii # uO, 17 is an admissible shock point only if there 
is no entropy point u between li and u0 on SJU,) with 
I~i(%)-Si(4 &)I > /j.,(k+si(fi, %)I. (3.15) 
Informally, we want s, to be a monotone function on the admissible 
parts of S,. The points u,. and U, were singled out because of this condition. 
In [6], condition (E) replaced the Lax entropy condition. This is not 
true here. For example, in Fig. 12, all points between u2 and uj satisfy 
condition (E), but we must reject those between u: and u3 because they are 
not entropy points. 
The set of points that can be reached from U,, by a single rarefaction 
wave or a single shock wave of the first family is a disconnected set, 
as is the set of points from which a point U0 can be reached by a single 
rarefaction or a single shock wave of the second family. (Here we are 
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I 
UC ;’ 
/ 
, I 
5, ,*’ , 
Case I [.u3* erists) Case II Cuj* does not exist) 
FIGURES 20 AND 21 
employing the reciprocity condition given in Theorem 5.4 of [2] which 
says that U lies on S,( 17,) if and only if 17, lies on Si( U) and that 
s;(U, Uo)=~;(Uo, U).) 
Figures 20 and 21 show points that can be reached from U,, by a single 
l-family wave. If UER,(U,), i,(U)>E.,(U,). If UES,(U,), i,(U)< 
s,( U, U,) 6 %,(U,) and, in addition, U satisfies (3.15). 
Figure 22 shows points from which U. can be reached by a single 
2-family wave. If UER,(U,), i,(U)<&(U,f. If UES~(U,), 1,(U)> 
s2( U, UO) 3 A,( U,) and, again, U satisfies the monotonicity condition 
FIGURE 22 
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We are now in a position to state our main theorem about the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to the Riemann problem. That solution is 
constructed in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.3. Given a system ojconseraation laws (1.1 ), with f an odd, 
monotonic, C3 ,function, .such that ,f(O) =,f’(O) = f “(0) = 0 and .f’ # 0 
everywhere else and 1 f 1 and 1 f’l -+ co .for large I ul, where (2.4) is conve.y. 
Then for each U,,, U, in the plane there is a unique centered solution 
consisting ?f shocks satisfying monotonicity condition (3.15) and rarefaction 
waves. 
IV. THE COMPOSITE CURVES AND THE SOLUTION 
TO THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
Now it is necessary to fill the gaps in the R, - S, pictures that have been 
constructed. Notice that these gaps occur at “starred” points, “unstarred” 
points, points like U, (which were needed to satisfy the monotonicity condi- 
tion) or on the axes. We will show that it is possible to continuously and 
uniquely fill these gaps, completing composite curves which will be the 
basis of the solution to the Riemann problem. 
To do this, it is necessary to accumulate several results. The first of these 
helps to relate points on different shock curves. It is stated in a slightly 
more general version than is needed for this paper. The simple algebraic 
proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Si( U,) be given bl 
(u - kxs(u) - d%)l = (v - vo)Cf(v) - f(V”)], (4.1) 
with ,f and g monotonic and .f ‘g’ > 0. Then 
(a) U,, U,ES~(U,) with s;(U<, U,,)=s,(U,, U,)=S implies Ciu~ 
Si( U,.) with si( U,, U,.) = s^. 
(b) U,ES;(U~) and U,ES~(U,.) with si(Uc, UO)=s,(U,, U,.)=i 
implies U, E Si( U,) with si( U,, U,) = s^. 
The points U: and U$ are important in the solution and must be 
investigated. U: E S,( U,) implies s,( U:, U,) = L,( U,) and U,* E S,( U,) 
implies s2(U$, U,) = l,(U,). Theorems 4.2 through 4.5 deal with the 
behavior of these points. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let DE S,( U,) with 0 < U < u0 and let U:( U,) exist. Then 
UT( 0) exists and u?(u) > uT( U,) and uz( 0) > u;( U,). 
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Proof: Because the problem is strictly hyperbolic (and genuinely 
non-linear) in the first quadrant, E.,(U) > sr( U, z+,) for 0 < u < u0 and 
Ll(U) > Ll(uO). (Reference to Fig. 12 may be helpful.) Also i(U) > 0. Since 
s,(u, uO) must have a relative maximum for some u between u: and 0, there 
must be a U,ES,(U,) with u:(u,)<u,<O and s,(U, u~)=s,(u,, uO) (see 
Fig. 23). 
Then U,ES~(D) with sl(u,, U)=s,(uU, u,)>E,,(u,), by Theorem4.l(a). 
Since A,(U)>s,(U, u~)=s,(u,, U) and (d/&)s,(u, U)lUEu<O, continuity of 
s,(u, U) guarantees the existence of some ti > u, with s,(fi, U) = A,(ii) so that 
li=u3*(0). 
Since S,( U,) is monotonic increasing we can also use u as a parameter 
in the above argument and conclude that u:(D) lies between o:(UO) 
and uO. 
COROLLARY. u:( 0) in the above argument cannot also be u2( 0). 
Proof: If u:(D)=u,(D), we have i,(u:)=s,(u:, U)=,I1(U). At u2 
points S=O. But s,(u, ii) must continue to decrease between u:(U) and uU, 
so that S(u,) < 0. 
THEOREM 4.3, Let U0 in the first quadrant, with u,,< vO, have a UT 
point, with U,“( U,) # U,( U,). Then, for 0, E R,( U,) sufficiently close to U,, 
with 0 < ii < uO, U:( 0) exists and lies above and to the right of UT(U,). 
Proof: R,(U,) and S,(U,) make third-order contact at UO, so in 
particular they share a common tangent vector. Thus, if the derivative of 
UT with respect to z& along R,( U,) exists at UO, Theorem 4.2 tells us the 
direction of the change in a neighborhood of U,. 
UT is defined by the Hugoniot relationship and the “starred” point 
relationship. Thus U = UT( 0,) if it satisfies 
S(U-ziUg)-f(U)+f(U~)=O 
s(u - 60) -f(u) +f(i&) = 0 (4.2) 
s-A,(&, U,)=O. 
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The desired derivative exists if the Jacobian 
.P -,1“( 11) u - ii,, 
A = -.f”( u) s c - co (4.3) 
0 0 1 
is non-zero and f’(Go), f’(z&,) and the partial derivatives of j., with respect 
to U, and 6, all exist at (u,, rO). 
f is a C3 function and the partial derivatives of i., will always exist as 
long as neither u nor u is zero. 
A = s2 -f’(u) ,f’(u), which will only be zero if the shock speed s1 (U, U,) 
is the same as n,(U), but this says that U = U:( U,) = U,( U,), which is 
contrary to our assumption about U,. Therefore the desired derivative 
must exist and its direction is determined by Theorem 4.2. 1 
Note that every point on the a-axis is its own UT point and continuity 
implies that U:(U) exists for U sufficiently close to the u-axis. On the other 
hand, points on the line r = u do not have U: points so that points 
sufficiently close to u = u do not have UT points. Thus for each L’~ there 
must be a point of transition between the region of existence of U: points 
and the region of non-existence of such points, where U:(U) = U,(U). Also 
note that if U=(O,O), U:(U)= U,(U)= U. 
This implies that the path of points U such that U:(U) = U,(U) is a 
continuous path beginning at the origin and extending to cci. Call this 
path W. 
If an R, curve does not cross W, then U.:(U) exists for every UE R,. 
RI NJ 
FIGURE 24 
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If an R, curve does cross W, it must cross exactly once. To see this suppose 
there exists U0 such that W crosses R,( U,) twice; call the points of inter- 
section 0 and I?’ and suppose that ii < r.i (see Fig. 24). 
Then S,(U) must cross W twice; but the corollary to Theorem 4.2 tells 
us that this cannot happen. This last coupled with Theorem 4.3 shows: 
THEOREM 4.4. Consider R,( U,), with CJ, in the first quadrant, u0 < vO. If 
U:( U,) exists, then U:(U) exists for every UE R,( U,), 0 < u < uO, and the 
path of these points is a continuous, monotonic curve from U:(U,) to X, 
where X is the point of intersection of R,(U,) and the v-axis. 
Zf U:( U,) does not exist, then there is a first point UE R,( U,), with 
O<U<z+, such that U:(U)=U,(O) and then for every other UER,(U,) 
with 06 u< U, U:(a) exists and the path of these points is a continuous, 
monotonic curve from lJT( 0) to X. 
By similar, but somewhat simpler arguments (since every U, has a U,* 
point), we find: 
THEOREM 4.5. The path of U,*(U), for U E R2( U,), with 0 d u < u,,, is a 
continuous, monotonic curve from U,*(U,) to Y, where Y is the point of 
intersection of R,( U,) and the v-axis. 
To round out the “starred point” information, we have: 
THEOREM 4.6. Let U,, and Do be two points in the same region such 
that U,*(U,)=U,*(~,), k=3,4. Then UO=OO. 
Proof: Suppose U,*(U,) = U:(D,), but U, # Do. Then UOe Si(U,*), 
with Ai =s,(U,*, U,), so that i=O at U0 on Si(U,*). But we must also 
have I!?, E Si( U,*), with &( aO) = si( U,*, Do), so that S = 0 at Do on Si( U,*) 
as well. But this is a contradiction, since S cannot equal zero on a single 
Sj curve more than once in any region. 1 
Theorems 4.1 through 4.5 allow the previously disconnected wave 
families to be completed. Two kinds of points are of particular importance: 
those like U:, where sj( U,*, U,) = Ai( U,), and those like Uz, where 
s,(U,, U,)=li(U,). Both types of points provide transition states for 
waves of the same family, allowing the construction of composite curves, 
which are continuous. 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem, Theorem 3.3. The 
solution to the Riemann problem will be constructed of composite curves. 
Let U,, the state on the left, and U,, the state on the right, be given. 
The composite l-curve through U, contains all the points which can be 
connected to U, by waves of the first family with U, on the left. The 
composite 2-curve through U, contains all the points which can be 
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connected to U, by waves of the second family with U, on the right. The 
intersection of these two composite curves will determine a connecting 
intermediate state UINT. ’ 
All l-family curves have a southwest-northeast orientation while all 
2-family curves have a northwest-southeast orientation. For a fixed U, the 
l-family curve is monotone increasing and the 2-family curve is monotone 
decreasing and each forms a continuous curve extending to a. We will 
show that every l-family composite curve intersects every 2-family com- 
posite curve, so that the solution to the Riemann problem is unique. 
With appropriate changes of orientation the accumulated information 
about S,( U,) and S,( U,), 0 < u. < vo, suffices to describe every U. in the 
plane. 
Now the construction of the composite curves can begin. First consider 
the composite l-curve for Uo, with 0 < u. < uo, U, on the left. There are 
two cases: U:(U,) exists or it does not. 
Case 1. U: exists. Recall that L,(u), s,(u, u,), and i,(uo) will have the 
relationship shown in Fig. 25. For ease of identification, each point in the 
figure is labeled with the value the parameter u has at that point. Recall 
that s](u,, uo) may be greater than i,(u,), but no points between u2 and U, 
will satisfy both the entropy and monotonicity conditions. The heavy parts 
of si(u, uo) correspond to those points U which can be reached by a shock 
starting at Uo, with U satisfying both these conditions. In the following 
composite curve sketches, solid lines indicate the rarefaction and shock 
curve of the given point. Dotted lines indicate the extended curve. 
’ It has come to the author’s attention that these composite curves are an extension of the 
mixed curves used by Liu in [6], where the requirement of genuine non-linearity is relaxed 
but strict hyperbolicity is retained. 
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Referring to Fig. 26, A is the path of U:(R,), so that if U E A, there exists 
i7~R~ such that s,(U, D)=n,(O). B is R,(U,); since sI(U2, U,)=A,(U,), 
a shock from U. to U, can be followed by a rarefaction. C is the path of 
U:(B), so that if UE C, there exists 0~ B such that sl(U, 0) =1,(D). 
(Since B is in the second quadrant, l-waves behave like 2-waves in the first 
quadrant.) Note that at U,, A,(U,)<s,(U,, Uo)=s,(U,, U,)=A,(U,) by 
definition. But by Theorem 4.1(a), U, E S,( U,), with s,( U,, U,) = ,I,( U,). 
The only third quadrant point on S,( I/,) which satisfies this condition is 
U$(U,). Therefore UC= Ut(U,). 
The composite l-curve, Case 1, consists of the seven connected segments, 
as sketched in Fig. 26. If the intermediate state U,,, is on any of the three 
segments of S, or on R, , it is reached by a single shock or a single rare- 
faction wave. 
If U,,, E A, it is reached by a rarefaction-shock (R,S,) combination. 
is a U: point of some point OE R,( U,), so an R, from U, to 0 
zl?, > n,(u,)) is followed by an S, from 0 to U,,, = U:(8). 
(~I(U1N-r) <~,(UIiv,, 0 =4(Q) 
If Ii,, E B, it is reached by an S, R, combination. An S, from U. to Uz 
(I,(Uz)=s1(U2, U,)<I,(U,)) is followed by an R, from U2 to UINT. 
(n,(u,,,)>~,(U,)=s,(U,, U0J.J 
If ui,w E C, it is reached by an S, RI S, combination. UINT is a Ut point 
of some OE R,(U,) = B. An S, from U,, to U2 (l,(U2)=s,(U2, U,)< 
n,( U,)) leads to an R, from U, to D (A,( 0) > A1( U,) = si( U,, U,)) and is 
followed by an S, from 0 to U,,,=U$(B). (~,(U,,,)<s,(U,,,,O)= 
J*,(Q) 
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(b) 
FIGURE 27 
Case 2. U: does not exist. Recall that A,(u), sI(u, uO), and A1(uO) will 
have one of the two relationships shown in Figs. 27(a) and (b). 
Referring to Fig. 28, Q is the first point on R, that has a UT point and 
the last point on R, to have a U: point that satisfies both entropy and 
monotonicity conditions. P = U:(Q) = U,(Q), so at P, A,(P) = s,(Q, P) = 
l,(Q). 
FIGUKE 28 
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Note that if a point U has a UT point (like 0 f u < uo), it also has a Uz 
point with sl( U,, U) < s,( U:, U) = L,(U), so its UT point (if it exists) does 
not satisfy the mononicity condition, since si( UT, U) = i,(U). On the other 
hand, if a point has no U: point (like uo < u < u,), its UT does satisfy the 
monotonicity condition. W= U:(Q), U,*(P); since W= UT(Q), A,(W) < 
sr( W, Q) = n,(Q); U:(Q) = U,*(P) because 1.,(W) < s,(Q, P) = s,( W, Q) = 
E.,(Q) = i,(P). Thus WE S,(P) (by Theorem 4.1(b)) and E,,(W) < 
s,( W, P)= A,(P). The only point on S,(P) in the third quadrant which 
satisfies this condition is U:(P). D is the path of U: points of UE R,, with 
O<U<UQ. E is R,(P); since s,(Q, P) = 1.,(P), a shock from Q to P can be 
followed by a rarefaction. F is the path of U,*(E), so that if UE F there 
exists 0 E E such that s,( U, 0) = L,( I??). G is the path of UT points for 
UE R,, with up < u < uO. 
The composite curve again consists of seven connected segments. If U,,, 
is on R, or either of the two segments of S, , it is reached by a single shock 
or a single rarefaction wave. 
If UINT E D, it is reached by an R, Sr combination. UINT is a t!J: point 
of some OER, (O<U<u,). An R, from U. to 0 (lk,(~)>A,(U,)) is 
followed by an S, from U to UINT= U:(u). (A,(U,,,) <s,(U,,,, u) = 
i,(W) 
If U,,, E E, it is reached by an R, S, RI combination. An R, from U,, to 
Q (A,(Q)>i,(U,)) is followed by an S, from Q to P=UT(Q)=U,(Q) 
(iv,(P)=s,(P,Q)=Al(Q)) and then an R, from P to UINT. (A,(U,,,)> 
AI(P) =JI(P, Qh, 
If C’I,, E F, it is reached by an R, S, R, S, combination. U,,, is a U,* 
point of some 0~ E. An RI from U. to Q (n,(Q) > A,( U,)) is followed by 
an S, from Q to P (A,(P)=s,(P, Q)=A,(Q)), then an R, from P to DEE 
(A,(u)>E,,(P)=s,(P,Q)) and finally an S, from 0 to U,,,=U$(~). 
(i,(UINT) <~,(U1NT, m = A,(Q) 
Now consider the composite 2-curve for Uo, with 0 < u0 < uO, U, on the 
right. 
u=o v=O 
FIGURE 29 
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The relationship among E,,(U), .F*(u, uo), and ,G(ug) is shown in Fig. 29. 
Recall that s2(u6, uO) may be less than jVz(uO), but since U, is the first 
point to the right of ug with .sz(ii,, z+,) = s1(u5, u,), no points between u5 
and U, will satisfy both the entropy and monotonicity conditions. The 
heavy portions of s?(u, u,,) correspond to points U of the S, locus which 
can be connected to U0 with U, on the right, where U satisfies both condi- 
tions. 
Referring to Fig. 30, H is the path U:(RZ), so that if U E H, there exists 
BE R, with n,(U) > s2( U, 8) = EU2( (5). J is the path of R,( U,) which 
satisfies if UE J, %2(U) < n,( U,). K is the path of U,* points of points of J, 
so that if U E K, there exists UE J with &(U) > sz(U, D) = i2( a). 
a’,. satisfies A,( U,) < s2( u,., U,) = s2( Us, U,) = ,t2( Us) < i2( 0, ), by 
definition. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1(a), 0, E S,( U,) and satisfies J2( 0, ) > 
s2( n,, U,) = &( 17,). The only fourth-quadrant point of S,( U,) satisfying 
this condition is Uq*( U,). Therefore 8, = U,*( Cl,). 
Again the composite curve consists of seven connected segments 
extending to + a. 
If UlNT lies on any of the three segments of S2 or on R,, U,, = U, is 
reached by a single shock or rarefaction wave. 
If UtNT E H, U, = U, is reached by an Sz Rz combination. U,,, is a Ug 
point for some BE R,. An S, from UINT to D (I,*(o) =s2(i;j, UINT) < 
&( UINT)) is followed by an Rz from u to U. = U,. (sz( u, UINT) = i2( 0) < 
MU,).) 
If UT,, E J, U/, = U, is reached by an R,S, combination. An R, from 
FIGUKE 30 
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‘U 
FIGURES 31 AND 32 
to U5 (,I,( U,) > A*( U,,,)) is followed by an S2 from Us to U. = U,. 
zEAJ~S*wo> Ud=MUd.) 
If UINT E K, U0 = Ii, is reached by an SZ R2 S2 combination. UINT. is a U: 
point for some BE .I. An S2 from UINT to 0~ J (A,( 0) = s2( u, UI,,) < 
A,( UINT)) isfollowedbyan R, from Dto U,(s,(o, U,,,)=A,(~)<~,(U,)) 
and then an S2 from U5 to Uo= U,. (A2(Uo)<s2(Uo, U,)=A,(U,).) 
The solution when U,EC={U=O}~{~=O}, U,#(O,O), is shown in 
Fig. 31 and 32. 
When u0 = 0 and u0 > 0, E,, is maximized at u,, = 0, so we cannot leave u0 
by a 1-rarefaction. Since U: = u3 = u0 - 0, all of S, with u > u2 satisfies the 
entropy and monotonicity conditions. 
Ii,. is the first point in the third quadrant where both conditions are 
satisfied. As in Case 1 for 0 < u0 < L+,, B is R,( U,) and C is the path of 
U,*(B). Both satisfy the same conditions here. 
For the composite 2-curve, with u,, = 0 on the right, ;/2 is minimized at 
U, so U, cannot be reached be a 2-rarefaction. Since u0 = ut = 0, every U 
with u < u5 satisfies the modified entropy condition for U, on the right. As 
in the composite 2-curve for u0 # 0, J is the part of R,( U,) which satisfies, 
for UE J, E,,(U) < A2(U5) and K is the path of u$ points of J with 
0, = U,*(U,). 
A symmetrical argument applies when u0 = 0 and u0 > 0. 
When u0 = u0 # 0, the solution is shown in Figs. 33 and 34. R,( Uo) and 
S,( U,) are both the straight line u = u. Since ,I1 increases to the origin, U 
such that 0 d u < u0 can be reached by a 1-rarefaction from U,. Every U 
with 0 <U < u0 satisfies u = u so each of these points has a Uf point. Let L 
be the path of these points. They also lie on the line u = u and form a con- 
tinuous path. If UINT EL, then there is a 0~ R, with k,(o) =s,(U~~,-, 8), 
so the solution consists of an R, from U, to D and an S1 from D to UINT. 
Every UE R,( U,) satisfies &(U) < A,( U,), so U. can be reached by a 
2-rarefaction from two directions. 
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If (u, u) E S,, (u, U) E S,, so by symmetry u$ = ut and vt = U: and 
8,. = U,*. M is the path of lJ,* points for U E R,, with 0 d u < u0 and N is 
the path of Up points for UE R,, with u,, < u. If U,,, E M, there is a UE RI 
with U < u0 such that u,,, = U$( 0). U, is reached from U,,, by an Sz Rz. 
An S, from U,,, to U is followed by an R, from u to U,. If U,,, E N, 
solution is similar by symmetry. 
When u0 = -u,, # 0, a symmetrical argument applies. 
Finally we need to consider the solution when u0 = u0 = 0, which is 
pictured in Figs. 35 and 36. Here the equation of the Hugoniot locus 
reduces to of(v)= uf(u), so S, is U= v and S, is U= -u. E., is maximized 
at (0, 0), so we cannot leave the origin by means of an R,, while i, is 
minimized at (0, 0), so the origin cannot be reached by an R,. 
For (0, 0) on the left, the composite l-curve consists of all of S, and for 
(0, 0) on the right, the composite 2-curve consists of all of S,. 
Y 
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FIGURES 35 AND 36 
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We have now shown that a composite l-curve and a composite 2-curve 
exist through every point in the plane. Observe that for every point except 
the origin, each of these curves crosses both coordinate axes, passes 
through three quadrants, and is monotone. Let U, and U, be given. The 
composite l-curve for U, must intersect the composite 2-curve for UjR, 
determining a unique intermediate state U,,,. Thus the unique solution to 
the Riemann problem has been constructed. 
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